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Sparrowhawk: Well, I’m scared, but you were always right before.
I’ll try it.
Narrator: Ogion made Sparrowhawk a new staff, and Sparrowhawk
set out again across the sea. But this time, he was the hunter… and
it was the shadow’s turn to run. He could feel the darkness of the
shadow in his heart, and he followed it until he reached an island.
Sparrowhawk: Are you here, shadow? Are you ready for me?
Narrator: He decided to ask about the shadow in the nearby
village…
Sparrowhawk: Excuse me, did you see a… Vetch?
Vetch: Sparrowhawk? Is that really you?
Narrator: Vetch brought his old friend to his home for dinner, and to
introduce him to his family.
Vetch: Sparrowhawk, please meet my little sister, Yarrow.
Yarrow: Wow, Sparrowhawk? Is it really you? You’re a hero.
Sparrowhawk: Oh, no. I’m just a man, really.
Vetch: So you finally learned to be humble. Now tell us
everything. I haven’t seen you in so long.
Narrator: Once again, Sparrowhawk told his long story.
Sparrowhawk: …so now I’m looking for the shadow. And I have
to leave now, or you two won’t be safe.
Vetch: Yes, I understand. And I’m coming with you.
Sparrowhawk: This is my problem, not yours. And it’s too
dangerous.
Vetch: Yes, but you don’t have to do this alone. And someone has
to tell the world your story if you die.
Narrator: And so Vetch and Sparrowhawk began their very
dangerous journey together…
Yarrow: Please come back safely, you two!
Narrator: To be continued.
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Only in silence the word,
only in dark the light,
only in dying life:
bright the hawk’s flight
on the empty sky.

Sparrowhawk flew over the sea for days. By luck, he finally reached
his home island of Gont.
Ogion: Oh, poor Sparrowhawk. Let me help you change into
a man again…
Narrator: Sparrowhawk had been a bird for so long, he couldn’t
remember how to become a man again. But Ogion helped him,
and waited with him until he remembered how to speak.
Ogion: Tell me everything that happened since you left.
Sparrowhawk: Yes, of course. Oh, Master, you were right about so
many things.
Narrator: After the long story, Ogion thought in silence for a while.
Ogion: You say the shadow knew your true name? And no one
told him?
Sparrowhawk: Yes, that’s right.
Ogion: Now that is very, very interesting.
Narrator: Ogion thought for a few more minutes, and Sparrowhawk
waited patiently. Finally, his old master made a decision.
Ogion: I know this sounds strange, but I think you have to stop
running. It’s time to turn around and fight the shadow.
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Narrator: They told Yarrow all about their journey, and she wrote
everything down so she could tell the whole world about the great
wizard Sparrowhawk.
Child: Wow! Are there more stories about Sparrowhawk?
Narrator: Oh, yes. Many more. But those stories are for another day.
So, for now, this is the end.
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An adaptation of A Wizard of
Earthsea by Ursula K Le Guin,
Episode 3, Part 2
Narrator:
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Only in silence the word,
only in dark the light,
only in dying life:
bright the hawk’s flight
on the empty sky.

Race to the South Pole

Sparrowhawk and Vetch sailed together over the sea. They didn’t
speak much, except to use their magic to keep the wind blowing
to the east. They sailed to the edge of the map, and then they kept
going. Now that they were alone, they used their true names.
Vetch: Are you sure this is the way, Ged?
Sparrowhawk: Yes, Estarriol. I can feel the shadow calling me.
Vetch: Okay. I trust you.
Narrator: When they were hungry, they ate some of Yarrow’s food,
and they both hoped they would find their way home again. Vetch
thought about his sister, but Sparrowhawk thought about one
question: how did the shadow know his name? After many days,
something very strange began to happen. The world turned very
dark, and the boat suddenly stopped moving.
Vetch: What’s happening? The boat isn’t moving.
Sparrowhawk: The water is gone. Look.
Vetch: We’re on a beach? But how? I can’t see any water
anywhere.
Sparrowhawk: This is where the shadow lives. Please stay in the
boat, my friend. I think I know what to do.
Narrator: Vetch watched his friend get out of the boat and walk
across the dark beach. Someone else was walking towards him –
the shadow.
Vetch: There it is… Oh, please be careful!
Narrator: Sparrowhawk walked towards the shadow. He wasn’t
afraid any more. He finally knew the shadow’s name, and it
couldn’t hurt him anymore.
Sparrowhawk: Here it comes…
Narrator: From the boat, Vetch could see the shadow’s face. It was
constantly changing. It looked like many different people – Ogion,
the dragon, Archmage Nemmerle, and many others. Finally, it
stopped. It looked like Sparrowhawk.
Shadow: You can never defeat my magic. I am ready for you now.
Sparrowhawk: And I’m ready for you, too…
Sparrowhawk/Shadow: GED!
Vetch: They both have the same name? How is that possible?
Narrator: As the shadow and his friend touched each other, slowly
the shadow went inside Sparrowhawk’s body.
Vetch: Oh, no! Ged! I’ll save you!
Narrator: But with the shadow gone, the beach was gone too, and
both Vetch and Sparrowhawk fell into the sea.
Sparrowhawk: [laughing]
Vetch: What’s so funny? Are you okay?
Sparrowhawk: I’m fine. For the first time in a very long time, I’m
absolutely fine.
Vetch: But what happened to the shadow?
Sparrowhawk: It was the shadow of my death. It’s a part of me
now, like it should be. We’re all safe now.
Vetch: You did it. You really are a hero.
Narrator: Together, the young men sailed back to Vetch’s home. This
time, they talked and laughed the whole way. When they arrived,
Yarrow was waiting for them.
Yarrow: You’re home! Oh, I just knew you’d make it back. The
heroes always win in the end, you know.
Sparrowhawk: Hey! Who says this is the end? My story is just
beginning.

Narrator: It’s January 1912 British captain Robert Falcon Scott is on
an expedition in Antarctica, trying to be the first man to the South
Pole. Lt Henry Bowers, Dr Edward Wilson, Captain Lawrence “Titus”
Oates, and Officer Edgar Evans are with Captain Scott.
But there is competition. Roald Amundsen, a Norwegian, also
dreams about being the first man to the South Pole. Scott starts his
expedition with 16 men and uses ponies and dogs for transport. His
progress is slow. Amundsen travels with five men on skis and uses
dogs to move his sledges. He is moving fast. Scott plans to travel the
last part of journey to the pole with just four men pulling the sledges.
Scott: Pull, lads! We must make it to the pole before Amundsen.
Narrator: On January 17 th Scott and his men finally reach the South
Pole.
Oates: Oh no! Scott, do you see what I see?
Scott: Yes, the Norwegian flag. That damned Amundsen beat us
to the pole!
Narrator: Scott gets to the South Pole five weeks after the
Norwegian.
Scott: The worst has happened. Now we have to get home.
Narrator: Scott’s group leaves the pole for their camp. The men are
depressed: Amundsen won, and the temperature gets colder than
expected. It makes skiing difficult and the men start to get frostbite.
Evans: I can’t go any further, Scott. I’m finished.
Scott: Don’t give up, Evans. We’ll make it back.
Narrator: But Evans dies the next day. The group’s food is running
low. Lawrence Oates is weak. To save food he leaves the tent and
dies, so the others have a chance to live.
Oates: I’m just going outside and may be some time.
Narrator: The three survivors continue on their journey. They
are trying to reach a depot where they will find food and oil for
heating. Now they are only 17 kilometres away.
Scott: Well gentlemen, we’re only 11 miles from the depot. We’ll
be there tomorrow.
Wilson: We’re saved!
Narrator: But the next day a terrible snow storm begins, making
travel impossible. The storm continues. By then it is too late for
Scott and his men.
Scott: Travel is still impossible. I’m afraid we have no hope now,
gentlemen.
Narrator: In November 1912 a search party finds Scott´s group. They
are still in their sleeping bags. Scott´s diary tells them everything.
Here, under the snow, is the final resting place of Scott and his
polar dreams.
Narrator: Last Entry In Scott’s Diary, March 29 th, 1912
Scott: We took risks, we knew we took them; things have come
out against us. If we had lived, I should have had a tale to tell
of the endurance, and courage of my companions. Now these
bodies and the notes have to tell the story.
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by students. That’s what I’m taking part in! I’ve made one and
I’m going to race it! Would you like to come and see? It’s going
to be great fun!
F: Sure, what time?
Now listen again.

Track 4

Pet Listening Part 1
This is the Preliminary English Test for Schools.
There are four parts to the test. You will hear each part twice.
Now open your question paper and look at Part One.
There are seven questions in this part. For each question
there are three pictures and a short recording. For each
question, choose the correct answer (A, B or C).
Before we start, here is an example.

Four How will the father and son spend their day
tomorrow?
M1: So, what are we going to do tomorrow? Have you thought
about it at all?
M2: Well, I thought perhaps we could go to the funfair. It’s good
fun!
M1: Hmm, we’ve done that so many times. I’d like something
different this time. How about going to the zoo instead?
M2: Oh, Dad! I’m not ten! I’ve been to the zoo a million times.
It’s boring! Besides, what will my friends think? They’ll laugh!
M1: How about going cycling in the forest, then? We can have
a picnic and you can invite some of your friends along, too.
M2: Great! Let’s do that! I’ll call Adrian and Callum.

Where does the boy want to go?
M: Excuse me, I think I’m a bit lost. They told me to follow the
signs for the swimming pool, but I can’t see any signs and …
F: Where do you want to go?
M: To my friend’s house. It’s near the underground station, right
next to the swimming pool.
F: Oh, that’s easy. Go left at the next street and then go straight
along Green Street, and you’ll ﬁnd the swimming pool on your
left-hand side.
M: Thank you.
The answer is B.
Look at the three pictures for question 1 now.
Now we are ready to start. Listen carefully. You will hear each
recording twice.

Now listen again.
Five What does the teacher tell the children to bring
with them?
Now, remember that tomorrow we are visiting the National Park
in the Brecon Beacons. So don’t forget to wear warm clothes
and bring a waterproof jacket with you. Also, you need to wear
waterproof walking boots and have some extra warm clothes
just in case you get wet. Don’t forget to bring a packed lunch and
a water bottle with you as there is no restaurant or canteen there.
Finally, please don’t take valuable electronic equipment with you
as we don’t want anything to get lost or broken. Oh, and please
remember that mobile phones don’t have a signal in the park, so
you won’t be able to use them during the day. See you tomorrow
morning! Be on time!
Now listen again.

One What time does the next bus pass?
F: Oh no! I told you we should have left ten minutes ago. Now
we’ve missed the ten past ﬁve bus! Oh, my mother is going to
be furious with me now! It’s all your fault!
M: Calm down, calm down. It’s not so bad. There’s another bus in
ﬁve minutes, at quarter past. Look at the timetable.
F: No, that’s the timetable for weekdays and today is Saturday.
The next bus is in twenty minutes, at half past ﬁve. Oh, what
shall I do?
M: Here, why don’t you use my mobile to call your mum? I’m sure
she’ll understand.
F: Oh, OK. Thanks.
Now listen again.

Six Which ﬁlm are they going to watch?
M: Look, Mum! Can we rent this DVD? It’s about hip-hop
musicians. It’ll be great!
F: Come on, Sam, you know I don’t like hip-hop much, and nor
does your dad. We need to rent a ﬁlm that all the family can
enjoy. How about this one – Space Walker? It’s a science-ﬁction
ﬁlm.
M: What? No way! It doesn’t sound very exciting and you know
that neither Dad nor I like science ﬁction. What about an action
ﬁlm?
F: Oh, OK. I guess we can all enjoy something like that. Shall we
get the latest James Bond ﬁlm, then?
Now listen again.

Two When was the last time the woman had her earrings
on?
M: OK, Mum, do you remember the last time you were wearing
them? I mean was it at work or was it at that party last
Saturday? When was it?
F: I deﬁnitely had them on at work on Friday, I remember that.
And then I changed clothes and I took them off and left them
on the bedside table, next to the rest of my jewellery. Then, on
Saturday, when your dad and I went to my boss’s party, I put on
the earrings, together with the bracelet you gave me and the
necklace – they go so well together!
M: Yes, I know, I really like them together. So what happened
next?
F: While we were there, the earrings started hurting me a bit, so
I gave them to Dad to put in his pocket. That was the last time
I saw them.
Now listen again.

Seven What is Nick going to do next?
F: Hi, Nick. You don’t look very well. What’s the matter?
M: I’ve got a maths test next week and I haven’t studied enough
and I’m too tired and I can’t think and I’m …
F: Relax! Take it easy. There’s plenty of time. A break will do you
good. Why don’t you go for a short walk? It’ll help your brain
work better.
M: No, I don’t have time! I have to pick up my little sister from
nursery school. I promised Mum I’d help her today.
F: Well, that’s a walk, too, you know, and a break from studying!
M: So it is, I suppose. See you tomorrow at school. Bye!

Three What is Peter’s hobby?
F: Hey, Peter! What’s up? I haven’t seen you for ages!
M: Hi, Melanie. Yes, I’ve been very busy recently. I’ve been
preparing for the race.
F: Oh? What race? Are you taking part in the marathon next week?
M: What? Me? You know me, I hate running! I’m not the sporty
type – not in the slightest!
F: So what race is it?
M: You know next week is the big swimming race, right? Well,
after that there’s going to be a race between model boats made

Now listen again.
That is the end of Part One.
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M: I think it’s been a very interesting experience and I’ve learnt
a lot from it. It deﬁnitely is very hard work to have a business.
Next year, I’ll have to focus more on studying for exams at
school, so I probably won’t have time for making more candles,
but I’ll always remember what I’ve learnt from this and maybe
I’ll try to start a business like that again one day.
F: Well, that’s an amazing success story. Thank you for coming
here to share it with our listeners, Arthur. And good luck! And
now to… [FADE OUT]

Track 5

PET Listening Part 2
PART Two
Now turn to Part Two, questions 8 to 13. You will hear part
of an interview with a boy called Arthur Hobbs, who started
a company which makes candles. For each question, choose
the correct answer A, B or C.
You now have 45 seconds to look at the questions for Part 2.
Now we are ready to start. Listen carefully. You will hear the
recording twice.

Now listen again.
That is the end of Part Two.
Track 6

F: Today, we have Arthur Hobbs with us, a very young, but very
successful businessman. Welcome, Arthur. So, tell us how you
got this idea for your business.
M: It started as a joke really. My school teacher suggested that
our class could sell some candles she’d made to raise money for
a charity. But I told her that boys wouldn’t buy them because all
her candles had smells for girls!
F: Smells for girls? What do you mean?
M: Well, they had sweet, ﬂowery smells – stuff that girls like, really.
Then I thought it would be cool if there were candles with
scents that boys liked to smell.
F: Oh? What smells do boys like?
M: I thought of how the grass smells on our football pitch, for
example. My teacher didn’t think that I could make anything
out of that idea at ﬁrst.
F: So what happened?
M: I talked about the idea with my football teammates. They
agreed it would be fun to try and maybe we could also raise
money for our club. We had a club meeting with our parents
and they all agreed to help. Each team member’s family paid
thirty euros. I added ﬁfty euros that I’d saved up, so that was
enough to get started. But I had to promise them that if my
business plan didn’t work out, I’d pay the team back from my
pocket money.
F: I’m sure that made you a bit anxious, didn’t it?
M: Yes , but it also motivated me to work hard and be serious
about the project, you know. If you risk losing your money, then
you’re very careful and you work very hard. I also wanted to
earn some money for a new bike as my parents couldn’t afford
it, so I really wanted the project to succeed.
F: So that’s how you started. Did you have any help making the
candles?
M: I certainly did – the whole team helped. And here’s the
interesting part, the candle business helps the environment,
too! I think it’s great when you can ﬁnd a useful way to recycle
things! We had the great idea to use food cans. First, we asked
our classmates to bring empty cans to school. Now we collect
them once a week. Then we clean the cans well and dry them.
After that, we ﬁll them with candle wax in different scents – you
know – smells like grass or leather. When they’re ready, we take
them to the shops and sell them.
F: Was it easy to ﬁnd customers? I mean, did shops want to sell
your candles at ﬁrst? The scents are a bit unusual.
M: It wasn’t easy at ﬁrst, but some shops agreed to sell them and
then more and more people showed an interest in them. Now
we also sell them online. I got my dream bike and we’ve raised
enough money to paint the club house!
F: So what are your plans for the future? Will you keep making
candles?

PET Listening Part 3
PART THREE
Now turn to Part Three, questions 14 to 19. You will hear some
information about a book. For each question, ﬁll in the missing
information in the numbered space. You now have 20 seconds to
look at Part 3.
Now we are ready to start. Listen carefully. You will hear the
recording twice.

Now, next on our list is the book of the week! All of you who love
a good story will, I’m sure, enjoy this week’s suggestion. It’s a book
by Michael Ende – let me spell that for you if you want to ask for
the book: E - N - D - E. This famous German author wrote books
that have entertained generations of children and teenagers
throughout the world. He wrote the book in German in 1979 and
then it was translated into English in 1983.
The Neverending Story is the adventure of a very unhappy
teenage boy, Bastian. His mother has died and his father hasn’t
spent much time with him since then. Bastian also feels lonely
because he hasn’t got many school friends and some of the boys
at his school are cruel to him. Then one day something happens
that changes his life. While he is trying to get away from some
boys from his school, Bastian runs into an antique bookshop.
There, he picks up a strange book.
He can’t put the book down, so he steals it from the shop and
runs away. In a small room in the school, he begins to read the
strange book. This is where things start to get really weird! While
he’s reading, he suddenly becomes a part of the story.
In the story, Bastian meets a boy called Atreyu, who is trying
to save the magic world in the book. The name of this world is
Fantastica. Together the boys try to solve the mystery of what is
slowly destroying Fantastica. However, while they are having lots
of adventures together, something terrible happens to Bastian.
He slowly begins losing his memory, until he can’t remember who
he is anymore. Then his new friend Atreyu helps him ﬁnd a way
to remember things. In the end, they also help Bastian’s father,
who has got lost, too. The book is full of action and mystery. Some
parts of the story may be a bit too scary for young children, but
anyone over twelve years old is sure to love it. So if you like a good
adventure story about magic, monsters, dragons and heroes, then
you’ll deﬁnitely enjoy reading The Neverending Story!
Now listen again.
That is the end of Part Three.
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PET Listening Part 4
PART FOUR
Now turn to Part Four, questions 20 to 25. Look at the six
sentences for this part. You will hear a conversation between
a boy, Stuart, and a girl, Erica, about a television programme
called ‘Kids Can Cook’, a reality cooking show which teenagers
take part in. Decide if each sentence is correct or incorrect.
If it is correct, choose the letter A for YES. If it is not correct,
choose the letter B for NO. You now have 20 seconds to look at
the questions for Part Four.

yy

There are over 70 Orkney Islands, of which around 20 are
inhabited. You can find them off the north coast of Scotland.
Around 20,000 people live there and the largest island is
called Mainland.

yy

All of the power on the Orkney Islands comes from clean
energy, most of it from wind turbines.

yy

The islands have the shortest air service in the world. By
plane, the journey from Westray and Papa Westray takes
you just two minutes. It can be even shorter if the wind is
blowing in the right direction.

yy

The Orkney Islands are home to some of the most important
Neolithic monuments in Western Europe. They are protected
by UNESCO and attract visitors from all over the world. The
Ring of Brodgar is a stone circle, the third largest in Britain.
Other monuments include the Standing Stones of Stenness ,
the Maeshow burial chamber, and Skara Brae, Europe’s most
complete Neolithic village. All these were built about
2500-2000 BC.

A: So, if we are visiting Great Britain, I think we should try to see
some of the smaller islands too.
B: But there are so many and we don’t have much time, we can’t
see them all.
A: I suppose so, but we should at least see one of them. What
about the Isle of Wight?
B: Hmmm, I don’t know, I think it is pretty similar to the rest of
England.
A: They have music festivals there.
B: Music festivals? Thousands of people? Smelly toilets? Expensive
food? No thank you, I’d like some peace and quiet.
A: So what about The Shetland Islands? No festivals there.
B: But they are so far north! Look, right near the Arctic Circle, we’d
freeze if we went there, isn’t there somewhere a bit warmer?
A: The Channel Islands have nice weather…
B: The Channel Islands? Where are they?
A: Well, very surprisingly, they are in the English Channel, near
France.
B: But I don’t speak French.
A: You don’t need to! Everyone speaks English there. Look, here
is a holiday home on the island of Herm, peace and quiet, nice
weather – it’s perfect.
B: Yes, ok, that does look nice. And it looks like a great place for
cycling. I can hire a bike and…
A: Errmm… Actually, bikes are banned on the island, but we can
go hiking.
B: Great.

Ways To Avoid Stress

Do something that makes you feel good and relaxed. Go for
a walk, read a book, listen to music, do some art work or play
a sport.

Try to spend less time on social media and turn off your
phone before bed. And get a good night’s sleep.

The Best Island Holiday

Track 8
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Track 10

That is the end of the test

If you are worried about a lot of things, make a list and do small
things one at a time instead of worrying about the “big picture”.

Try to “live for the moment” and enjoy the things you are
doing right now. Don’t think about the past or worry about
the future.

The Orkney Islands

Now listen again.
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The Orkney Islands

F: So, Stuart, did you see Kids Can Cook last night?
M: Well, I missed the ﬁrst part of it because I had to meet with my
teammates for football practice and I didn’t get home in time,
but I saw most of it. It was an exciting episode, don’t you think?
F: Yeah, it was great! All the kids were really nervous because they
had to cook a meal for a famous person and they didn’t know
who they were cooking for. All they knew was that the person
didn’t like beef and wasn’t keen on vegetables, except tomatoes.
M: Yeah, that was a bit of a challenge. My favourite dish was the
ﬁsh burger. That was really interesting, wasn’t it? It looked very
tasty and also quite healthy, and the only vegetables were
lettuce and tomato. I was sure that dish was going to win.
F: Well, I’m not crazy about ﬁsh, but I agree that it looked healthy.
My favourite was the chicken and rice with lemon sauce. It
looked really delicious. I wish I could make something like that.
It’s nice that they show the recipes on TV. Although I’m not very
good at cooking.
M: My mum says practice makes perfect when it comes to
cooking. She’s made a few things that weren’t so nice the ﬁrst
time round, but sometimes she makes them again and they’re
better. The only thing I know how to make is pizza.
F: Oh, that’s not easy to make, actually. You have to be very
talented in the kitchen. How do you make the pizza dough?
M: Well, the ﬁrst thing I do is I turn the oven on to 200 degrees
Celsius and wait a few minutes for it to get warm. Then I take
the pizza out of the freezer, take it out of the box, take off the
plastic, and put it in the oven. It’s ready in 15 minutes!
F: Um, wait a second, Stuart. Are you telling me all you can do is
cook a frozen pizza? There’s no talent there! Even my little sister
could do that!
M: Well, it’s easy to burn a pizza in the oven. I’m talented enough
to know when to take it out.
F: Right, when the oven goes DING!

Stop what you are doing and take deep breaths or try to
think about your breath going in and out of your body. Try
to be calm and relaxed.

Ask for help. Talk to a teacher or a friend if you really feel bad
and depressed.

Track 9

Now we are ready to start. Listen carefully. You will hear the
recording twice.
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Doctor: Hello. What seems to be the trouble today?
Patient: I fell off a skateboard and hurt my ankle. It’s swollen and
I can’t walk on it.
Doctor: Let me see. Can you move your foot up and down?
Patient: No. It really hurts.
Doctor: We need to take an X-ray of the foot, and then we’ll know
more.
Later:
Doctor: You’re lucky. It’s only a sprained ankle. It hurts a lot, but
nothing is broken. I’ll give you a brace for your foot, and you’ll
need to use crutches for a while. If it hurts a lot, I can prescribe
you a painkiller.
Patient: So I can’t walk on it?
Doctor: Walking on it will make it worse. You can use the crutches
to move around for now, but you should lie down and rest it as
much as you can. Come back for a check-up in two weeks.

Track 11

Special Days Recordings
Track 12

Valentine’s Day
Valentines Day is on February 14th. It celebrates romantic love.
Its historical origins are not certain. Some say it was named after
a saint who secretly married couples after a Roman emperor
forbade soldiers to get married.
How is it celebrated?
Modern traditions for couples include having a nice dinner together,
and giving each other flowers, chocolates and greeting cards.

Track 15

Anonymous cards
There is a fun Valentine’s tradition. You can send an anonymous
card signed from “your Valentine”. Then you hope they guess who
you are and like you too.

“One Last Time”
by Ariana Grande
I was a liar, I gave into the fire
I know I should’ve fought it
At least I’m being honest
Feel like a failure, ’cause I know that I failed you
I should’ve done you better cause you don’t want a liar

Single people
What about people who are single and lonely on this day? They
often feel left out. There are many singles’ parties and other
events so people can meet each other and not feel alone. In fact,
there is now even a “Singles Awareness Day” on February 15th.
Also known as … SAD.

And I know, and I know, and I know she gives you everything
But boy, I couldn’t give it to you
And I know, and I know, and I know that you got everything
But I got nothing here without you

Track 13

At The Doctor’s

[Chorus]
So one last time
I need to be the one who takes you home
One more time
I promise after that, I’ll let you go
Baby, I don’t care if you got her in your heart
All I really care is you wake up in my arms
One last time
I need to be the one who takes you home

Doctor: Good morning, Peter. What’s wrong with you?
Peter: Hello, Doctor Black. I don’t feel well. I have a terrible
headache all the time and feel dizzy. It only started yesterday.
Doctor: Do you have a fever?
Peter: I don’t know.
Doctor: Okay, let’s take your temperature and we’ll see. Do you
have a sore throat?
Peter: My throat hurts a bit and also I can’t eat anything.
Doctor: Open your mouth, please. Okay. It looks red. You
probably have a mild throat infection. And your temperature is
also high.
Peter: Do I need to stay in bed, then?
Doctor: Yes. You have to stay in bed for a couple of days. I’m going
to prescribe you antibiotics. Take one pill every twelve hours.
Doctor: You should also drink a lot of fluids and eat some yoghurt
to make your stomach feel better.
Peter: When can I go back to school?
Doctor: Come back in six days for a check-up. We’ll take some
blood and your temperature and make sure everything is all
right. Then you can go to school.
Peter: Thank you.

I don’t deserve it
I know I don’t deserve it
But stay with me a minute, I’ll swear I’ll make it worth it
Can’t you forgive me?
At least just temporarily
I know that this is my fault, I should have been more careful
And I know, and I know, and I know she gives you everything
But boy, I couldn’t give it to you
And I know, and I know, and I know that you got everything
But I got nothing here without you, baby
[Chorus]
I know I should’ve fought it, at least I’m being honest
Just stay with me a minute, I swear I’ll make it worth it
Cause I don’t want to be without you

Track 14

In Hospital

[Chorus]

Receptionist: Hello. How can I help you?
Patient: Hello. I think I’ve broken my ankle. I can’t stand on it.
It’s swollen and it hurts.
Receptionist: Okay. Sit down in the waiting room and the doctor
will call you into his office.
Later:

Glossary
done you better – been good to you
to deserve – when sth is right and should happen (= zasloužit)
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Track 16

Track 17

“Lítost”

“Stressed Out”

by X Ambassadors

by Twenty One Pilots

What have I done
With my heart on the floor
I must be out of my mind
To come back begging for more
But if you stay
If you just stay for the night
Swear that I’m yours
And I’ll prove that I’m right
And these flies kept me sleeping
All my fears on their wings
And your grandfather clock is still ticking
But the chime never rings
And how long must I stay
Will I lay by your side
Just to say that I’m yours
And you’ll never be mine

I wish I found some better sounds no one’s ever heard
I wish I had a better voice that sang some better words
I wish I found some chords in an order that is new
I wish I didn’t have to rhyme every time I sang
I was told when I get older, all my fears would shrink
But now I’m insecure, and I care what people think
My name’s Blurryface and I care what you think
My name’s Blurryface and I care what you think
[Chorus]
Wish we could turn back time to the good old days
When our momma sang us to sleep but now we’re stressed out
Wish we could turn back time to the good old days
When our momma sang us to sleep but now we’re stressed out
We’re stressed out

With this love like a hole
Swallowed my soul
Dragging me down
And there’s blood on the covers
From the curses we uttered
To each other
You played your part in this

Sometimes a certain smell will take me back to when I was young
How come I’m never able to identify where it’s coming from?
I’d make a candle out of it, if I ever found it
Try to sell it, never sell out of it, I’d probably only sell one
It’d be to my brother, ’cause we have the same nose, same clothes,
home grown, a stone’s throw from a creek we used to roam
But it would remind us of when nothing really mattered
Out of student loans and tree house homes, we all would take the
latter

Why play hide-and-go-seek
Safe behind your veneer
Does it bury your burden baby
Makes it all disappear
And those marks on your thighs
Don’t they sting when you bleed
It’s the way that you are
And the way I’ll forever be

My name’s Blurryface and I care what you think
My name’s Blurryface and I care what you think
[Chorus]
Used to play pretend, give each other different names, we would
build a rocket ship and then we’d fly it far away
Used to dream of outer space, but now they’re laughing at our
face singing “wake up, you need to make money”, yeah
Used to play pretend, give each other different names, we would
build a rocket ship and then we’d fly it far away
Used to dream of outer space, but now they’re laughing at our
face singing “wake up, you need to make money”, yeah

With this love like a hole
Swallowed my soul
Dragging me down
And there’s blood on the covers
From the curses we uttered
To each other
You played your part
With this love like a hole
Swallowed my soul
Dragging me down
And I swear I’ll stay with you
But I just can’t forgive you
And I’ll never be whole again

[Chorus]
[Outro: Blurryface ]
We used to play pretend, used to play pretend, bunny
We used to play pretend, wake up you need the money
Used to play pretend, used to play pretend, bunny
We used to play pretend, wake up you need the money
Used to play pretend, give each other different names, we would
build a rocket ship and then we’d fly it far away
Used to dream of outer space, but now they’re laughing at our
face saying “wake up, you need to make money”, yeah

Glossary
to beg – to ask sb for something again and again
to prove – to show that sth is true
grandfather clock – a large, old-fashioned clock that stands on the floor
to tick – (of a clock) to make sharp sounds ever second
chime – the ringing sound a big clock makes every hour
to swallow – to move food from your mouth into your stomach
the covers – the sheets and blankets on a bed
curse – bad words, insults
to utter – to say
hide and seek – a game, people hide and one tries to find them
veneer – a nice cover that hides sth underneath
burden – difficult thing in life
to sting – to be painful

Glossary
chord – three or more notes together (= akord)
to shrink – to become smaller and smaller
insecure – not sure about oneself, not confident
to sell out – to sell all you have/the shop has
a stone’s throw – something very close, the distance one could throw a stone
creek – a little stream (= říčka, potok)
to roam – to move around without any aim
latter – the second of the two things mentioned
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Track 18

“Ghost”
by Halsey

I’m searching for something that I can’t reach
I don’t like them innocent, I don’t want no face fresh
Want them wearing leather, begging, let me be your taste test
I like the sad eyes, bad guys, mouth full of white lies
Kiss me in the corridor, but quick to tell me goodbye
You say that you’re no good for me
’Cause I’m always tugging at your sleeve
And I swear I hate you when you leave
But I like it anyway
[Chorus]
My ghost, where’d you go?
I can’t find you in the body sleeping next to me
My ghost, where’d you go?
What happened to the soul that you used to be?
You’re a rolling stone, boy, never-sleep-alone boy
Got a million numbers and they’re filling up your phone, boy
I’m off the deep end, sleeping all night through the weekend
Saying that I love him but I know I’m gonna leave him
You say that you’re no good for me
’Cause I’m always tugging at your sleeve
And I swear I hate you when you leave
But I like it anyway
[Chorus]
My ghost, where’d you go?
I can’t find you in the body sleeping next to me
My ghost, where’d you go?
What happened to the soul that you used to be?
I’m searching for something that I can’t reach
[Chorus]
Glossary
face fresh – healthy, innocent, young person
taste test – sth you try to see if you like it
white lies – lies, things you tell somebody in order not to hurt them
(= milosrdná lež)
to tug – to pull sth
sleeve – arm of a shirt or dress
soul – the spirit of a person, not their body but who they are inside
rolling stone – someone who doesn’t stay in one place (or relationship) for
long
to go off the deep end – to go crazy
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